
Summer   Reading   Projects   2020  

 

5th   Grade   

Find   a   poem   that   describes   your   summer.    It   can   be   about   swimming,   the   beach,  

being   too   hot!,   riding   bikes,   the   summer   itself,   flowers,   or   anything   as   long   as   you  

can   explain   how   it   connects   to   your   summer!    

Practice   reading   it   with   vocal   inflection   and   fluency   (which   means   reading   it   with  

emotion   and   reading   it   smoothly).    You   will   share   this   during   the   first   week   of  

school   with   the   class!    Create   a   12   x   12   scrapbook   style   page   of   events   from   your  

summer   to   share   along   with   your   poem.    These   will   be   on   display   at   the   start   of   the  

year!   

 

Assigned   Reading:   Nonfiction   Memoir  

Choose   one   of   the   following   books   to   read,   and   then   complete   the   activity   that  

goes   along   with   your   book.   

 

Chasing   Space    (Young   Reader’s   Edition)   by   Leland   Melvin  

A   true   story   about   the   perseverance   of   an   NFL   star   turned   NASA   astronaut.  

OR  

Soul   Surfer    by   Bethany   Hamilton  

A   true   story   about   how   a   young   girl   never   gives   up   after   a   life   changing   shark  

attack.   

 

Students   will   need    to   bring    The   Chronicles   of   Narnia:   The   Lion,   the   Witch,   and   the  

Wardrobe    to   school   in   the   fall   (we’ll   read   this   in   November-December),   but   parents  

may   want   to   purchase   this   now.   

 

PLEASE   DO   NOT   READ:    The   Lion,   the   Witch,   and   the   Wardrobe,   Harry   Potter  

and   the   Sorcerer’s   Stone,   Chasing   Vermeer,   and   Tuck   Everlasting... We   WILL  

DEFINITELY   be   reading   these   during   the   year.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chasing   Space    Project  

Using   poster   board,   create   a   rocket   ship   shaped   poster   that   includes   all   of   the  

following:   

___10   new   vocabulary   words,   page   number   the   word   was   on,   and   definitions   that   you  

learned   while   reading   the   book   (10pts)  

___A   timeline   showing   10   major   events   in   order   that   Leland   experienced   throughout  

his   life:   You   do   not   need   the   specific   dates   if   they   are   not   available,   but   it   might   be  

helpful   to   jot   down   BIG   events   as   you   read   to   keep   the   events   in   chronological   order.  

These   should   be   events   that   made   a   big   impact   on   his   life.    (20   pts)  

___One   well   written   7   sentence   paragraph   about   how   Leland   overcame   adversity   to  

accomplish   his   goals:    Think   about   the   types   of   setbacks   he   faced   and   who/what   he  

turned   towards   to   get   past   these   setbacks.    (20   pts)  

___3   pictures   that   represent   three   different   important   things   to   Leland:   the   pictures  

should   be   labeled   with   one   sentence   explaining   their   importance   to   Leland.   (15   pts)  

___Colorful   and   neat   project:   there   should   be   clean   cut   edges,   papers   that   are   glued  

onto   the   poster   should   not   be   frayed   and   have   crumpled   pieces   hanging   off,   anything  

handwritten   should   be   written   in   your   neatest   handwriting,   coloring   should   enhance   the  

final   product   and   not   look   scribbly.   (10   pts)  

 

 

 

Soul   Surfer    Project  

Using   poster   board,   create   a   surfboard   shaped   poster   that   includes   all   of   the  

following:   

___10   new   vocabulary   words,   page   number   the   word   was   on,   and   definitions   that   you  

learned   while   reading   the   book   (10pts)  

___A   timeline   showing   10   major   events   in   order   that   Bethany   experienced   throughout  

her   life:   You   do   not   need   the   specific   dates   if   they   are   not   available,   but   it   might   be  

helpful   to   jot   down   BIG   events   as   you   read   to   keep   events   in   chronological   order.  

These   should   be   events   that   made   a   big   impact   on   her   life.    (20   pts)  

___One   well   written   7   sentence   paragraph   about   how   Bethany   overcame   adversity   to  

accomplish   his   goals.    Think   about   the   types   of   setbacks   she   faced   and   who/what   she  

turned   towards   to   get   past   these   setbacks.   (20   pts)  

___3   pictures   that   represent   three   different   important   things   to   Bethany:   the  

pictures   should   be   labeled   with   one   sentence   explaining   their   importance   to   Bethany.  

(15   pts)  

___Colorful   and   neat   project:   there   should   be   clean   cut   edges,   papers   that   are   glued  

onto   the   poster   should   not   be   frayed   and   have   crumpled   pieces   hanging   off,   anything  

handwritten   should   be   written   in   your   neatest   handwriting,   coloring   should   enhance   the  

final   product   and   not   look   scribbly.   (10   pts)  

 



 

Enrichment   Reading.    Below   is   a   list   of   high   interest   books   in   case   you   are  

looking   for   5th   grade   level   chapter   books   to   keep   your   kids   reading.   If   your  

kids   love   reading   graphic   novels,   magazines,   books   about   Fortnite,   or  

sport/hobby   articles   online,   that’s   also   great!    Reading   for   fun   is   one   of   the  

most   important   things   kids   can   do   to   encourage   a   love   of   reading!   

 

Moo    by   Sharon   Creech  

The   Indian   in   the   Cupboard    by   Lynne   Reid   Banks  

Land   of   Stories    by   Chris   Colfer  

I   Survived    books   by   Lauren   Tarshis  

James   and   the   Giant   Peach    by   Roald   Dahl  

The   Cricket   in   Times   Square    by   George   Selden  

The   Watsons   Go   to   Birmingham     by   Christopher   Paul   Curtis  

Holes    by   Louis   Sachar  

Island   of   the   Blue   Dolphins    by   Scott   O’Dell  

Percy   Jackson:   The   Lightning   Thief    by   Rick   Riordan  

American   Girl :    Real   Stories   From   My   Time  

Have   Sword   Will   Travel     by   Garth   Nix   and   Sean   Williams  

The   White   Giraffe    by   Lauren   St.   John   

Crenshaw    by   Katherine   Applegate  

Boxcar   Children    series   by   Gertrude   Chandler   Warner  

Nancy   Drew    series   by   Carolyn   Keene  

Classic   Starts    series   

 


